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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. JQuery.js
B. SDK.REST.js
C. json2.js
D. Prototype.js
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have been asked to leverage Amazon VPC BC2 and SOS to implement an application that
submits and receives millions of messages per second to a message queue.
You want to ensure your application has sufficient bandwidth between your EC2 instances and
SQS Which option will provide the most scalable solution for communicating between the
application and SOS?
A. Launch application instances in private subnets with an Auto Scaling group and Auto Scaling
triggers configured to watch the SOS queue size
B. Ensure the application instances are properly configured with an Elastic Load Balancer
C. Ensure the application instances are launched in private subnets with the EBS-optimized
option enabled
D. Ensure the application instances are launched in public subnets with the
associate-public-IP- address=true option enabled
Answer: A
Explanation:
Bandwidth literally means network not IO Bandwidth. Having alerts to scale the Autoscaling is
most sophisticated option.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 database.
You provide temporary securityadmin access to User1 to the database server.
You need to know if User1 adds logins to securityadmin.
Which server-level audit action group should you use?
A. SERVER_ROLE_MEMBER_CHANGE_GROUP
B. SERVER_STATE_CHANGE_GROUP

C. SUCCESSFUL_LOGIN_GROUP
D. SERVER_PRINCIPAL_IMPERSONATION_GROUP
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc280663.aspx
SERVER_STATE_CHANGE_GROUP
This event is raised when the SQL Server service state is modified. Equivalent to the Audit
Server Starts and Stops Event Class.
SERVER_PRINCIPAL_IMPERSONATION_GROUP
This event is raised when there is an impersonation within server scope, such as EXECUTE AS
<login>.
Equivalent to the Audit Server Principal Impersonation Event Class.
SUCCESSFUL_LOGIN_GROUP Indicates that a principal has successfully logged in to SQL
Server.
Events in this class are raised by new connections or by connections that are reused from a
connection pool. Equivalent to the Audit Login Event Class.
SERVER_ROLE_MEMBER_CHANGE_GROUP
This event is raised whenever a login is added or removed from a fixed server role. This event is
raised for the sp_addsrvrolemember and sp_dropsrvrolemember stored procedures.
Equivalent to the Audit Add Login to Server Role Event Class.

NEW QUESTION: 4
SIMULATION
Click to expand each objective. To connect to the Azure portal, type https://portal.azure.com in
the browser address bar.

When you are finished performing all the tasks, click the 'Next' button.
Note that you cannot return to the lab once you click the 'Next' button. Scoring occur in the
background while you complete the rest of the exam.
Overview
The following section of the exam is a lab. In this section, you will perform a set of tasks in a live
environment. While most functionality will be available to you as it would be in a live
environment, some functionality (e.g., copy and paste, ability to navigate to external websites)
will not be possible by design.
Scoring is based on the outcome of performing the tasks stated in the lab. In other words, it
doesn't matter how you accomplish the task, if you successfully perform it, you will earn credit
for that task.
Labs are not timed separately, and this exam may have more than one lab that you must
complete. You can use as much time as you would like to complete each lab. But, you should
manage your time appropriately to ensure that you are able to complete the lab(s) and all other
sections of the exam in the time provided.
Please note that once you submit your work by clicking the Next button within a lab, you will
NOT be able to return to the lab.
To start the lab

You may start the lab by clicking the Next button.
You plan to connect several virtual machines to the VNET01-USEA2 virtual network.
In the Web-RGlod8322489 resource group, you need to create a virtual machine that uses the
Standard_B2ms size named Web01 that runs Windows Server 2016. Web01 must be added to
an availability set.
What should you do from the Azure portal?
Answer:
Explanation:
See explanation below.
Explanation
Step 1. Choose Create a resource in the upper left-hand corner of the Azure portal.
Step 2. In the Basics tab, under Project details, make sure the correct subscription is selected
and then choose Web-RGlod8095859 resource group
Step 3. Under Instance details type/select:
Virtual machine name: Web01
Image: Windows Server 2016
Size: Standard_B2ms size
Leave the other defaults.
Step 4. Finish the Wizard
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